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Introduction – delivering true value
Since our inception in 2004, Distribution Central® has delivered advanced and
Disruptive technologies
emerging technologies through
our home-grown and unique business models, which
deliver value to the IT channel. We define value to be something that someone can’t do
without.
The lead of the future

As our business models have evolved over the past decade, transaction optimisation
has become as important as adding value in the areas of professional services and
field support, and marketing and business development. We have invested heavily in
Disruptive
systems
our systems and tools through
R&D and
resources to enhance value at the transaction
level. We are now moving into a new phase of evolution, which has been shaped by
the market itself.
Protect your customer by protecting

Guided by how our customers prefer to transact, Distribution Central® has developed
their technology assets
LEEP: Land, Expand, Extend, Protect™. This channel engagement strategy aims to make
it simple and effective for channel partners to transact with Distribution Central®.
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The disruptive sales cycle
LEEP™ provides Distribution Central’s® partners with systems, tools, products and programs that can help ensure
they remain relevant to their customers. It helps them take on a consultative role that delivers relevant business
propositions to solve their customers’ contemporary business problems.
The majority of the focus in business has traditionally been on landing a deal.
This remains important and Distribution Central® has integrated the process of landing a deal into the rest of the
disruptive sales cycle, based on four emerging trends in the IT industry:

ICONS:
1.
Disruptive
technologies
Disruptive
technologies
Some technology is essential to a business in the same way that walls and a roof are essential to a house.
These technologies, while vital, don’t deliver any kind of competitive advantage or customer relevance. For
this, businesses need disruptive technologies that give them the tools they need to innovate and deliver
The lead of the future
something to customers that they just can’t do without.
Distribution Central® focuses on advanced and emerging, and therefore disruptive, technologies. We also
deliver reference architectures and other integrated solutions through DC PODs™ (Product-on-Demand)
Disruptive
systems
and
DC CloudPODs™.
We integrate storage, servers, networking, applications, security and more into a
validated, integrated solution that address contemporary business problems.
DC PODs™ and CloudPODs™ give partners an opportunity to deliver a solution that will work and align to
Protect
your customer
bystrategy,
protecting
the
customer’s
business
and will also work well over the lifecycles of the many products that come
together
to formassets
that one solution. Therefore partners use disruptive technologies to not only ’land’ a deal,
their technology
but to ‘extend’ that opportunity through reference architectures and integrated solutions between vendors.
To be able to ‘extend’ an opportunity, Distribution Central® provides partners with the information they
need about that opportunity based on their current customer or installed base. This removes the needs
ICONS:for partners to invest in additional resources to analyse data and be trained on the technology refresh,
upgrade and transfer requirements. LEEP™ and its associated systems do this automatically and in real-time.
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TRANSACTION Disruptive technologies
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2.
lead
of the future
Land + Expand + Extend + Protect

New business
is about
mining the existing
installed base
as much as it is about finding a new customer
Win a deal
Upgrades and new
Cross-sell
Protect and
renew what constitutes a new conversation with a
Protect (renewal)opportunity. To do thatfeatures
successfully, you need to understand
customer.
Disruptive systems
Vendors and distributors have traditionally been expected to provide net new leads to a reseller, who
would then take a technology to a customer. That was based on the premise that there were gaps in
technology that needed to be filled.
Protect your customer by protecting

The
of the future
theirlead
technology
assetswill come through proactive consultation, giving customers the competitive
advantage and relevance they need through the acquisition and use of disruptive technology. This
includes enhancing the customer's technology investment through feature-set upgrades that sit on top
of the technology platform that they’ve already invested in. By ‘expand’ing your customer’s technology
investment, you maintain relevance with your customer.
It is vital that partners be able to do this to scale in order to make it work across the entire customer base.
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The modern sales
cycle revolutionised
Disruptive technologies

The lead of the future

3.
Disruptive
Disruptive
systemssystems
Distribution Central® has made it possible for partners to proactively consult with their customers to
expand their technology investment by developing unique systems that let partners mine their installed
base
in a way that is scalable.
Protect your customer by protecting
their the
technology
assetswe have collected data relating to a range of advanced and emerging technologies,
Over
past decade
or disruptive technologies, transacted through Distribution Central®, and we know:

•
•
•
•

How the technology was acquired;
Who acquired the technology;
Who sold the technology; and,
How it was sold.

Furthermore, we have
expanded our renewal system, formerly called Annuity Systems™, to include models
TO NOW:
TRANSACTION of expansion and extension,
DELIVERING
VALUE
now TRUE
called DC
IBAM™ (Installed Base Analytics and Management).
FROM:

We have developed systems that let the partner construct an accurate bill of materials and quote to

ICONS:provide a customer something that they want, or can’t do without. Our DC ChannelControl™ online

Landing a deal

transaction and enablement resource centre offers access to the following, all of which ensures a partner
can ‘land’
a deal +
successfully:
Land
Expand + Extend + Protect
a technologies
deal
Upgradesconfigurator;
and new
Cross-sell
Disruptive
Protect and
• Win
Real-time
online
features
renew
Protect (renewal)
•
Accurate partner-specific pricing;
•
Deal registration;
•
Advance hardware replacement; and
The lead of the future
•
Access to evaluation stock.
Our DC ChannelGateway™ online payment gateway streamlines the transaction process for partners by
offering online ordering and payment, which includes usage-based consumption transactions.
Disruptive systems

Protect your customer by protecting

4.
Protect your customer by protecting their technology assets
their technology assets
Finally, once partners have exhausted all upgrade, refresh, cross-sell and cross-grade opportunities, they
need to ‘protect’ the assets that they have already sold to their customers by renewing software, licencing
and maintenance agreements.
DC IBAM™, powered by iasset.com®, offers partners an effective solution for renewals, so you never miss
out on an opportunity. DC IBAM™ will issue 90-, 60- and 30-day reminders to the partner and the end user
on upcoming expirations,
FROM:
TO NOW: including a quote to renew. Distribution Central’s® partners can log into DC
TRANSACTION IBAM™ at any timeDELIVERING
TRUE VALUE
to view their upcoming
renewals, current renewal rate and pipeline.

Landing a deal

‘Protect’ing your customers’ technology lifecycle is the last step in what is now a single workflow based
on the systems Distribution Central® has produced. LEEP™ ensures that partners extend the life of
their customer by extending the life of the technology that their customer has acquired to solve their
+ Expand
+ Extend + Protect
contemporary
problems.
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Distribution of the Future
Distribution Central® delivers innovation-driven distribution. Part of this is the integration of the intelligence in
DC ChannelControl™ and DC IBAM™ systems, which provide partners with, at an elementary level, unsolicited
proposals to take to their customers. At an advanced, mature level, we provide a qualified lead, and the systems
and services that let our partners deliver a relevant business proposition to solve their customers’ business
problems.
Partners can access this data through any media and on any device, and it’s tailored to the partner representative.
We are mass-customising the data to each partner representative so that they can stand in a contemporary
consultative role, rather than a reactive transaction management role.
Through LEEP™ and Distribution Central’s® innovative systems and services, we ensure that our partners remain
relevant to their customer by providing them with something they can’t do without.
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Resellers are increasingly recognising this opportunity and,
The
modern
sales cycle
revolutionised
specifically,
the remorseless
evolution
of the distributor’s

consolidated bill.

unique role in the UC field. As part of Distribution Central’s
2014 Channel Survey, respondents were asked what role they
thought distributors would play in the UC space over the next
two years:

So come and talk to us – about your business and about how
our business can help you meet your aspirations and equip you
to fully realise the massive sales potential of Microsoft Lync.

About Distribution Central®

said, “offering white-label UC services on a UC-as-aservice (UCaaS) basis”.

Distribution Central provides specialised, technical-service
oriented distribution and channel support for contemporary
IT products, including our custom-built Software-as-a-Service
said “offering
on-premise
or cloud-based
LEEP™
– Land,
Expand,UC
Extend, Protect™
solutions
that create real efficiencies and business benefits for
31% solutions”
our customers.
LEEP™with
is guided
by the
following
principles:
said “partnering
a Service
Provider
to offer
20% their own UC1. service”.
DC’s Microsoft
Lync
Intelligently mine the installed base of technology
acquirers; in order
to:Ecosystem
2. Create proactive proposals that partners can take to their customers; to ensure that:
Just 10% thought distributors’
woulduser,
remain
same as
it
3. Therole
ultimate
theirthe
customer,
remains
relevant in their quest for competitive advantage, revenue
Internet
is today.
maximisation and cost minimisation.

39%

Contemporary business problems are now being solved in a completely different way based on disruptive
systems that allow disruptive technologies to be acquired by the customer through a new pathway, such as cloud.
Distribution
Central®
is investing
in all of these
elements to ensure that we and our partners are successful in a
Recognising the potential
is one thing.
Achieving
it is another
–
market
the identifying
acquisition ofa technology
and fundamentally depends
onwhere
resellers
distributor has changed so dramatically.
1
with a proven delivery record.
Land Distribution Central’s, framed
our approach to the Lync market with both the reseller’s and
Lync Edge
We provide
with
to ensure they ‘land’ every opportunity:
the customer’s perspective
securelypartners
in mind,
andthe
in following
the overall
Servers
•
Systems
– DC ChannelControl™,
DC ChannelGateway™ & DC CloudSelect™;
context of our drive to establish
a next-generation
online
Reverse Proxy
• platform.
Channel services – professional services, transaction services, market development services; and,
marketplace-style distribution
2
•
Technology solutions and pathways, for example, cloud.
Fundamentally, our four-point framework focuses on:

Delivery

Expand

1. Pinpointing best-of-breed Lync ecosystem and LyncThrough
our DC IBAM™ service
and online tool, we offer our partners a unique opportunity to mine their customer
enabling products from
an ever-expanding,
rigorously
base for upgrade and feature attach opportunities. Further supported by our channel services and our technology
selected range of industry-leading vendors, including:
solutions (DC PODs™ and CloudPODs™), our partners are armed with the data3intelligence and tools to make the
most of Networking
their ‘expand’(Mobility
opportunities.
Aruba Networks – Wireless
Controllers & Access Points), Enhanced Diagnostics
Extend
Sonus – SIP Security & Protection, SIP Connection &
ThroughControllers)
our DC IBAM™ service, we offer our partners the opportunity toLync
cross-sell,
Integration (Session Border
Front-Endincluding reference
architectures,
to their existing
customer
CloudPODs™. By initiating these
Avaya – SIP Architecture,
High Performance
Video
(Scopia)base. These include DC PODs™andServers
‘extend’ conversations,
Brocade – High Performance
Switching &Distribution
Routing, Central’s® partners can ensure their customers benefit from a broader range of
technology solutions, and they remain relevant and “sticky” to their customers.
Hardware Load Balancing
Networks
PSTN
Extreme Networks –Protect
High Performance Management
Voice Network
Systems & Wireless Networking
Finally,Load
if there
are no further
opportunities
F5 – Hardware & Software
Balancing
& Reverse
Proxy to ‘expand’ or ’extend’, partners can ‘protect’ their customers through the
DC &
IBAM™
serviceAudio
by having
their licence and maintenance renewals managed effectively and efficiently.
Jabra – Wired, Wireless
Bluetooth
Devices
Riverbed Technologies – Software Load Balancing
Zeacom – Contact Centre Software
2. Integrating and packaging these into a single service, as
required – enabling resellers to deliver comprehensive,
customised solutions.
3. Providing extensive pre-sales expertise plus full channel
support, covering design as well as implementation.

For more information regarding DC’s
Microsoft Lync Ecosystem or any of
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUTURE
Distribution Central other products & services
please visit www.distributioncentral.com
Expand
Protect
Cross-sell
or call +61 2 9092 5000.
NEW

4. Ensuring a single point of procurement for all solutions
Land
distributed, with our DC Funds service enabling our
reseller partners to buy everything they need on one, Upgrades and new
features

www.distributioncentral.com
www.distributioncentral.co.nz
DC CHANNELCONTROL™
+61 2 9092 5000
+64 9 309 8277

SIVE

EXCLU

Extend
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www.distributioncentral.com.sg
DC IBAM™
+65 6664 0888
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